PAES
A Comprehensive Curriculum For Proper Work Development

“Now” Enhanced
The Right Program For Special Populations, Middle School, & High School

Getting Students Ready for The Real World
HOW DOES PAES OPERATE?

PAES is a Dynamic Curriculum that operates in a simulated work environment. Students become employees; teachers become supervisors. Strict work procedures are followed so students get the feel of real work, at the same time learn and explore new career/vocational areas.

A comprehensive report is developed once a Student has finished PAES. This report can easily be used to develop IEPs, Transition Plans, School-To-Work Plans, and Career Development Plans.

WHERE IS PAES USED?

PAES is used in Middle School to prepare students for career placement in High School programs. Students gain experience and knowledge in a wide array of job opportunities.

PAES is used in High School for those students that are not in regular mainstream/inclusion classes.

PAES develops basic skills needed and used in C. B. I. programs and teaches proper behaviors on the job.

PAES provides valuable information for developing I.E.P.’s. Transition Plans, and S.O.P.’s for each student.

PAES provides students with Real Knowledge that is relevant to their lives. Students are encouraged to become independent problem solvers and develop higher order thinking skills.

PAES PROVIDES THE FOUNDATIONAL BASICS FOR SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION PLANS

STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students who have successfully completed PAES:

* Know what they are doing
* Know where their strengths are
* Know work related problem solving skills
* Know proper work behavior needed on the job
* Know where they are going
* Know what careers interest them

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

When students finish with PAES teachers know:

* What skills a student can actually perform.
* If students are competitive with the real world
* What type of special assistance will be needed for slow learners, and the physically challenged
* What work behaviors students have and which ones they need to develop
* How to write better transition plans, because vital information is now available
PAES provides Data that is needed for School-to-work transition plans. The comprehensive report developed from the data collected is essential for giving feedback to teachers, parents, counselors and placement personnel. The PAES Report can be an integral part of the I.E.P., Transition Plan and S.O.P.

TAI provides on site staff training and ongoing support. TAI provides programs for monitoring PAES use and retraining of instructional staff. This Insures the proper use and longevity of your PAES investment.
Practical Assessment Exploration System
A Comprehensive Curriculum That Provides:
Training In
Basic Career/Vocational and Life Skills. These skills relate to almost every type of career. Skills are taught in a systematic format that helps students become more independent. Life skills are taught to help students learn everyday skills.

Assessment Of:
Basic Career/Vocational skills. PAES determines students interest in specific work areas, competitiveness with peers, and PAES identifies the best possible teaching method for helping students learn skills. PAES assesses present behavior barriers to future success, then helps change them to positive work behaviors.

Exploration:
PAES provides exploration through Hands-On experience while learning important skills. PAES provides meaningful career information and knowledge of what they can do and do well.

Work Behavior Development
PAES is hands-on and operates in a simulated work environment, giving a perfect place to assess and eliminate behaviors that cause barriers in later life. Students are required to follow specific work procedures and work rules.

PAES Curriculum Works in Five Career Areas
- Business / Marketing
- Construction / Industrial
- Consumer / Service
- Processing / Production
- Computer / Technology

PAES Is Hands On
Each area has a comprehensive array of tasks for the students to perform. The instructor monitors the tasks and provides feedback and assistance where needed.

Students are encouraged to become as independent as possible and are rewarded for their progress. Students completing PAES have a thorough knowledge of many job skills and have a better understanding of the real working world.
PAES
Practical Assessment Exploration System

Is Growing

Now with 264 Lessons Available
60 Units are New

The New ones You have requested

10 Units - 6 Lessons Each

1. Mailing Technology
2. Information Management
3. Information Technology
4. E-mail
5. Power Point
6. Digital Photography
7. Parts Identification
8. Digital Time
9. Kitchen Appliances
10. Housekeeping Custodial

Also Available

Pilot PAES Software! No More Data Collection Forms

Palm PAES Administrative Software Can Keep Better Track of Schools Progress

PAES Refresher Video
PAES Check-UP Procedures
The Complete PAES Package Provides

Curriculum & Instructional Unit
Business / Marketing Unit
Consumer / Science Unit with New Lessons
Construction / Industrial with New Lessons
Processing / Production Unit with New Lessons
Computer / Technology Unit - A Complete New Unit!
Setup and Staff Training
Optional Palm Pilot Scoring!
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